
theses of the world federation cf trade unions

FOR THE FOURTH ..CRLD TRADE UNION CONGRESS

(Leipzig, 4-15 October, 1957)

At its 14th session (24-27 July, 1957) the W.F.T.U. 
Executive Cpnimittee fixed the following agenda for the 

.^th World. Trade Union Congress which will take place in 
TLeipzig, 4-15 October, 1957: x * ' t

a) Report on World Trade Union activities and 
' or\ the development of fraternal bonds and 
unity of the Internationa], trade union move- 

SMg ment fpr raising the living^standards of the 
workers, for their economic, social* and 
democratic rights and for disarmament, peace 

Wand national-independence.

b) Trade union tasks in the fight against colonialism.

> •- c) Auditors' Report.

d) Report of the Managing Committee of- the Inter- 
national Workers1 'Solidarity Fund1 on its

■SB' activities, experience gained, . as. well as on 
assistance it can extend to the further develop
ment of International Solidarity.

e) Proposals for Amendments to the W.F.T.U.
K ' Constitution. -

- /

f) Election of the governing bodies of the 'World 
Federation of Jrade Unions and of the Auditors.

'.yjVjta~ ;y v* *.4^* *• f
.

Four years have passed since the Third World Trade 
. Union Congress (October, 1953’, Vienna). In this period 
’ ”W working class in all countries has gained a vzoalth of 

/ experience, full of valuable lessons for the trade 
movement vas‘a whole.



The task of the Fourth World 'Trade Uiion Congress is 
to analyse, study and .compare the different facets of this 
experience which has drawn millions upon millions of men and 
women workers throughout the world into action, and to

....................................... , .. .sess tho struggles which have token place and their rcsul

The prime purpose of the Congress is to bo a gather
ing of unity, an international meeting for broad end 
fraternal discussion. It must help to pinpoint ways and 
gleans of widening tho scope of united working class action, 
ipiehch separate 'country and also at international level#

must help.to establish new and wider international
It must encourage efforts, already 

. for fresh contacts and further common 
between unions covering the same

trade union contacts, 
made in many countries

■ ti on )

tnpdes and sometimes in competition with one another 

*
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The

FACTS' CONFIRM THE Ca&ECTHESS <F THE DECISIONS
ADOPTED BY THE THIRD WCRLD TRW UNION CONGRESS 

a m ain .dec i si ons of the Third World Trade Uni on

t
a 

w
f
w

zmgress ore included in the Manifesto to the Workers >of - 
le World, adopted by-the representative's of 88,600,000 . 
inkers. by hand and by brain present at .the Congress in the 
Lpm belief that further sections cf men and women workers 
p.uld respond to the appeals of the N.F-T.II.

? & ■
Have facts confirmed the statements made by the 

Third 'World Trade Union Congress?

. They have. The trade union, organisations, many 
husands of their loaders and tens of, millions of workers

throughout the .world can see the connection between the
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gijeat scope of working class' action today, the development 
o^' the international trade union movement, and the possibili
ties which wore outlined by the Vienna World Trade Union

This Congress indicated that capitalist monopolies 
were stepping up their policy.of exploiting the workers.
Widespread strike movements end the witie. range of actions 
byJ the workers during the last four year. reveal the growing

B

4-

rddistance of the working class to the. steady deterioration
ir Lithe working and living conditions of wage-earners and 
their families. The predictions and appeals of the Third 
Wqrld Trade Union Congress have been vindicated by events.

f: The Third 'World Trade Union Congress
whs possible for the workers to unite 
of ■ all- categories and affiliation mustof

and

tf|by word all expressing common demands

showed that it 
that trade unions 
in common, for 
Since the capital

1;£ t-monopolies follow the same policy of,, domination and
exploitation of the working people in whatever country their 
excessive power'holds sway, common action is both, possible

3d

; This unity of common action-for common economic and
al demands has'made 4 enormous headway. the proof

pt the.Third World Trade Union Congress was particularly
right in maintaining that trade union organisations not
affiliated to theW.F,T,U. would themselves become 
ih-lprge^scale labour disputes in order to win the 
and’ social demands of their members, and that this 
happen along the lines defined by the W.F.T.U.

involved 
economic 
would '

&

B’. With regard to the defence of peace, the Third. World 
Union Congress declared itself in favour of a policy. 

^Negotiation and rejected .a policy of/force in relations 
whatever their political and social system, 

■
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the . hf ■dBr- ■
It" emphasisad/growing influence > of the World Council, of , - ■ '
Bence with its inspiring advocacy of the policy of peaceful
settlement of all international disputes'.

I 
w:. th

This policy has brought great rewards, particularly, 
the Genova Conference of the' Four Groat Powers.

©

Trade union organisations of every offi li ati on ore 
er S this very moment demanding an international agreement
b.

*•

h
aiming atomic ah^ thermo-nuclear weapons. The f^F.T.U.
'Is helped to build up the tremendous opposition of .the . ■ 

working people to the tests of 'thermo-nuclear weapons, and 
thpir insistent demand for the peaceful use of atomic 
energy. In this way a very broad united front of the trade 
unions of the w^rld is in practice acting hand in hand with' 
the worldwide movement of the peoples for peace.

10
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The Third World Trade Union Congress reiterated the 
YiF.T.U’s opposition to colonial exploitation. In.parti-

it colled' on the workers throughout the world to
p their solidarity and support for .the struggle of 

1 peoples for national independence, against imperialism 
for an end to’the colonial system wherever it exists.

Those arc positions of principle which the U.F.T.U. ? 
s proclaimed quite unequivocally and with all possible 

ity, among the ranks 'of the trade unions in every 
try.

J. Here again events have turned out to prove that the. 
decisions of the Third World 'Trade Union Congress
wi
pe

th the interests and aspirations of■ . • 
qples.

The. colonial war in Viet Nam is

the workers
accord 
and the

over* The



colonialists’ adventure in Algeria has been condemned by 
the overwhelming majority of states and peoples throughout 
the world. Territories formerly dependent and under 
foreign tutelage have become sovereign States.

, ■ .'•
The historical Bandung Conference created a new 

political atmosphere which has encouraged the -struggle of 
dependent peoples for their national independence. 

*

h Colonialist and imperialist adventures, such as that 
against Egypt at the time of the nationalisation of the 
3uez Canal Company have resulted in such widejp^oad 
/opposition that, the monopolists and imperialists have been 
forced to give ground and retreat in their wpr.jike under
takings, which arc as despicable as they arc reckless,.

’ *2 'vs' iv ' 1 *4 i$ /<. / v

gte tfhen the Third ?/orld Trade Union Congress sounded a 
.warning against the schemes of those who are resisting 

relaxation of international. tension, for pehce is not 
their advantage, it was issuing a. call for vigilance to 

p^l the workers of the world. It was also calling all 
erode unions to act in unison, and not to forget the bitto • 
lessons of or Id War II but to restore national and inter- 
national trade union unity in-order to save peace and 
create the conditions for social^progress in the world. 
To this end, the Congress proposed a great .expansion of 
international contacts between ell. trade unions and between 
qll National Trade Union Centres, without discriipination.

Facts hove proved that never before in the history 
W the international working class movement have there boon 
^o..many delegation exchanges, fraternal visits, contacts 
,.q02? purpose of gathering informatiqp on trade union 
work as in these last few years. 

-



yp The advance in international trade union relations 
:has increased international working class solidarity.
■These international trade union relations embrace trade

Junions of the five continents and of every international 
jaffiliation or none*

The fact that the decisions of a World Trade Union

Such ihas .been tha line of action of the ’.7.F.T.U
since the Third World Trade Union Congress The Fourth
Congress 
r spared

to 
in

be held in Leipzig in October, 1957, is being 
the same spirit

13^^
Congress have' proved to bo in such close harmony with the 
Wishes and aspirations of the working people shows how 
great an influence and authority belongs to the trade union 
organisation which has undertaken to implement those 
decisions.

■g The W.F.T.Uo has staked its whole responsibility ,on 
this task of honour. To respect the decisions of inter
national trade union assemblies' and to adopt as a plan of 
action a plan which has been collectively debated is the. 

. 5cst way for an organisati on to desorvo the c onf1dence of 
Working men and women of all countries.
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SSBTTNT (T THE DEVELOPMENT CF THE INTERNATIONAL SITUATION

The development of the international situation has 
.been marked by a series of convincing failures on the.part 
& imperialism and a strengthening of the popular forces.

j.

A policy

ahd new forms 
political and

The imperialistic expansion of the monopolies hps 
been greatly hampered by the'wide scope of the peoples’ 
struggle against colonialism and for national'independence. 
Lloro and more ground is.being gained for the'type of policy 

s for relations based on respect of.veach country’syt-hat makes
.rights, non-interference in each other’s internal affairs 

of international co-operation, opposed to all 
racial discrimination.

of peaceful co-existence betvzeen States, what- 
yver their economic and social system, is the soundest 
.guarantee for a stable and lasting peace. This policy is 
making genuine progress and has the support of the great ■ ' ■
•4^ss of ordinary people who dearly cherish peace.

The Geneva Conference simultaneously put an end to 
the cold war as it had be^n 
^pnts'since 1947, and paveh 

;|tending between States and 
extending beyond the limits 
the socialist countries.
« ■■

pursued by the Jestern govern- 
the way for far-reaching under- 
peoplqs in f avour of peace
of’the camp of peace formed by

The Bandung Conference, after the, end 
ist war in added considerably to'
^roughout the world are uniting for peace 

sm.

of the colonial- 
the- forces which 
and , against



Ono of the aims of the imperialists* attempt to 
i provoke wav at the time of the nationalisation of the Sue: 

.•Canal Company was to stifle the demonstrations for national 
; independence and against colonialism in the vast areas of 
tthe. world which are still under monopoly capitalist control

Tho imperialists have tried to revive the cold war 
land politico! discrimination in international affairs in 
’connection with the counter-revolutionary events in Hungary 
<^his attempt has had'the further dim of diverting the 
powerful movement of public opinion Which was set, in 
motion by the Geneva Conference.

|K ’ These attempts by international reaction can bo 
.explained by the fact that the monopolies were trying to ’ > A * ■ •» • a. '
counteract the failures they had suffered as a consequence 
pf the detachment of a growing number of.countries from 
Ihe colonial' system, and the strengthening of the peace 
pamp. The Sudan, Tunisia, MoroccoGhana.are all count- 
r^es at present ruled by governments which have declared 
their independence of the metropolitcan countries which

* used to rule 'them Those countries.
tp create conditions, that will open th'

■ in turn helping, 
way to freedom for

other countries which are still under colonial domination
way and achieve national indepondehce• hnd 

jU: ■

The
i is

‘or markets between the various imperial
powers and groups of powers is becoming fiercer

■B- With the “Eisenhower Doctrine"
especially the oil companies,

U „ m qnop oli e s,
have expifcitly declared

their determination to maintain and extend their grip on 
fee natural wealth ,f the Middle Eastern countries, and 
incidentally replace the British .and French nonopolies that 
13VQ so for exploited those countries.
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Market is to hallow

to
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By means of the European Common Market, the European
with'the active intervention of the U.S. mono

poises, are trying to overcome the contradictions which lie'*- 
in the wxj of joint exploitation of the resources of Europe 
hnd Africa. In' these circumstance a j to line up the social, 
and economic’ policies of the Six European countries can only,, 
lead to‘a levelling-down of living conditions for the work-

Tne weakening of national independence for i

participating countries, the domination’of ttye German mono
polios, and.- along with them, the American monopolies; the 
deepening of the division of Germany, which, the Common- 

t 1
and the groat increase in exploitation 

which must follow in the six countries, - all these things 
are against the interests of the workers.

Ky The imperialist monopolies are now turning to new ' ’ 
expedients in their efforts to continue the same old policy 
of domination, while making allowances ,for international 
developments which are going against them..

The imperialist forces have mot abandoned their7 plan, 
prepare and let loose a new world war.

Following their policy of reviving Gorman militarism, 
tolerating and, in fact, encouraging the introduction of 
nuclear weapons into the Gorman Federal Republic and placing 
these'weapons in the hands of 'the revived Bundeswohr, the 
U.S.A.., Great Britain and France are transforming West 
German. territory -into a NATO base of aggression in case of 

ar-. ' - •. ’

This policy is pregnant with danger not pnly for the 
erman people but for all the peoples of Europe.

.. • •: .4 -

The chpic.c. of modern forms of domination, the displace 
toent of the. monopoly capitalists from^fheir old zones of 

luonco, and .the very contr action of these zones of



influence, are taking place at a time when socialism has
■JbecQ^e a system of'world importance in a constant state i ■ ■ * . i-1 ,i of growth#

p ’ The socialist system 
.put an, end to- c epi t ali s t 
'life. In its youth, its

that in which the workers have
exploitation and created 
p ower of innovation, its

a new 
capacity 
to work 
assorting ’

>for organisation, it possesses d?pat new reserves 
with, and even while it is in the building, it is
It's superiority ’ over-the capitalist system. Socialism 

. hua a power of attraction that is incrensing all the tin 
;jf■Undermining the old influence of the monopoly capitalist

W'
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AND INTERNATIONAL

The anti-colonial struggle has aroused widespread

o:

historical

rests of workers in all

iun triesc

. 1

o:

solidarity among workers of all countries. 
this solidarity forms one of the essential

THE - ANTI-COLONIAL STRUGGLE
WORKERS* SOLIDARITY*

t
c
abilities to defend their democratic and social rights .. z ■ ■ •
Vilh their vital everyday demands.

At the moment, 
characteristics 
a whole.

It has supported the national independence movement 
peoples under foreign domination, and has stood by the

necessity for the world trade union movement because it is
• , « , . -ilh keeping with the vital interests of workers m all

side of the workers who are forging the vast liberation 
wemont which is sweeping the world clean of colonialism.

, and

Ever since its founding, the -7.F.T.U. has supported
I . •// •
he woi-xers and peoples in colonial and semi-colonial 
duntries with a view to helping them to the best of its

’ international trade union activities as

The struggle, against colonialism is a

III

22

23.-

24

A . The h.F.T.U* repeats its call to the workers and trade 
unions in deoondent and colonial countries 'and'territories 

* the national o
to; bind .their trade union movement closely to/liberation 
lavements, where an alliance imbuing established between 

■
the workers and other.sections of the population, the

peasantry in. particular, who are fighting for national aims 
It- ' a. n n ©mon to all.CC

It; in this phase of the history of the' trade union move- 
mid ht and of its development in the less-develoned and

colonial countri s, events have gone to 'show the workers of
:s0 countries that,., .while conserving ^ho fundamental and

decisive nature of the fight against imperialism, it is

h'-

&

■
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economic and social.field each trade
which genuine!;uhion should base its actions on a programm

25

rritories to the new forms of colonialist exploitationt

The EISEIWW Plan forall kinds of other practice

ip' a 
2Qth

position to use the old methods of the 19th and early 
ccnturxios. .

represents the working ’ class, which is drawn up by the 
working class and<sots out their demands.

wljich are employed whenever the colonialists are no longer

h j The W.F.T.U. draws the attention of trade union 
organisations in under-developed countries and colonial

eshontial that in the

. When they have to abandon their brutal and terrorist 
methods of domination, the capitalist monopolies resort to

"i x ■

ttye Middle East 'is nothing but.a means to prolong the 
foreign monopolies’ domination ’of the- peoples and natural 
'wealth of the Arab countries.

The plans uropean Common Market arc creating.
.■a
Jg

re

^.conditions for a peo-colohialist coalition for the^1- ' , ■
Cppso of integrating African colonial territories into a 
stricted European market under the control of the most

powerful industrial and financial monopolies.

at

26.-

• '.The task of the Fourth Uorld 
be to warn the African workers of

:on which is threatening them

Trade Union Congress will 
this new form of exploit-

The continuation of the colonial war'.against the 
national rights of Algerian people demands redoubled efforts
ohjthe part of the world trade uni ^n movement to bring this 
belligerent adventure to an end and ensure recognition of
on

thif Algerian peoples’ right to national independence* 
jfei" a*. :’c F

Trade union Organisations throughout the world must
extras olidarity with the Algerian trade unions

i

■Ff !i
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wjdch are victims of repression and deprived of the right 
t ^function.

In demonstrating that 'trade union organisations in all 
countries have condemned the brutal methods used by the

inch government“against the genuine Algerian workers and 
ado unions - affiliated either to the JoF.T.U. or the 
C.F.T.Uoj the Fourth World Trade Union Congress, vailX'

justicereceiveunions

ixcroase the , campaign of international solidarity with the 
Algerian people until the day Algerian workers and trade

Fi1

LAI.

*

'W 
ft



Better'living and forking conditions for THE WORKING class

Since 1953 wo have been witnessing a substantial 
increase in production'and productivity in the majority 
of capitalist countries which has allowed the spokesmen of 
{he monopolies to call this a period of high,prosperity.

The strong concentration of capital for the purpose 
of implementing important armaments drive plans and the 
heavy exploitation of the workers are behind this develop
ment of capitalist economy. A A.'
>' Z- » • : **' ■•* • • ’

A- The capitalist monopolies and the big landowners core 
the only ones to benefit from this situation. There is 
qo question of a more’equit able distribution of wealth, 
qf higher individual consumption or of benefitting to a 
greater extent from the fruits of one’s labour. On the 
contrary, exploitation of the workers and the deterioratioi
of their living and working conditions ar 
increasing burden.

bocoming on

objective analysis of the relationship between 
wagos, prices and profits during the lust four years 
reveals that the -enrichment of > the rich and the impoverish-*
m git.of the poor- remains the law governing the ca;
system.

J-WProof of this pauperisation and an illustration ofdP - '
ts persistence under capitalism for a given period can be

:ayon, taking some of the most convincing • examples on as
national scale
workers and trade unions

s shown in the, present struggles of the

TMernourishment of the workers, both young and old,
the '.modern f arms.
the worsening 
di{ions so as 

form part

of 
to 
of.

of lowep consumption imposed on the people 
individual and collective working con- 
increase output and accelerate.production, 
the policy of the capitalist monopolies.
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K In exposing‘the
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conditions of poverty under which 
exist, the Fourth Congress shouldmajority of workers

"h many-diff erent aspects of their conditions.ui
b<

c

I

This

the
show
can ’

e done directly through the contributions made by dele- 
ates who could describe the present living and working 
onditions of the, workers they represent*

B; A barrage of /propaganda is being directed at the work'
uSs by the monopolies., __ .......... T____ „__ _ 

technical progress under the. capitalist system,
the main beneficiaries of

the mono-
polios aim to ensure their class privileges to the fullest 
extent. For this reason, the 'workers and trade unions
must actively combat the insidious propaganda put out by 
txie monopolies* I ’ ’ >’i; ■

I The monopolies are campaigning to have their idea of 
a| so-called ’’industrial revolution” accepted; doing their 
very best to revive worn-out ideas of ’’class collaboration” 
Upder a new guise such-as that of ’’people’s" capitalism. 
0? they introduce problems which they claim as -new, such 
as the question of human relations in industry.

q 
c 
t

/ -Trade unions and the workers should consider the 
.uestion of the technological improvements introduced in 
.apitalist production, including automation, in relation 
n the effects of these now methods/on the living stand-

a<ds, health and social and working conditions of the 
Wkers as a whole. ’ iUr-\

30 Ui After the Fourth Tor Id-Trade Union Congress and on the 
basis of its work efforts will have to be made to ensure 
that things are called by their proper names in.the working
c .ass movement, in order, to prevent attempts to camouflage 
increased capitalist exploitation.

1

I T
1 %

n.to.': .
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CF TR.WE UNI ON AND WORKING CLASS ACTION
THROUGH OUT^THE NORLP^’JkND.TilE NECESSITY. FOR UNITY 

p A social characteristic of the post-war period has 
been the growth of the organised workers’ movement in all 
plants of the world. Despite the trade union division in 
deny countries the’ workers are persistently joining the

trade unions and rallying to defend their economic 
afed trade interests 

social
Never before: has there boon such a

high number of organised workers in the world. At the 
oinent there are. more than 160 million manual 'and white■ ■ » - * • "•< . • • -s
ollar workers of both sexes organised in a considerable 

number of tr ade uni on' or g ani s ati ons 
IK • ■ •

Problems of united .action and, first place, of.
trade union unity are very often extremely complex due to 
the variety and diversity of those trade union organise-? 
irons.

S-^The business class and its governments in certain 
quntrics for a long period opposed ths formation of

worker s ’ tr adc; uhi ons; today they can no longer do this
under the same conditions. nor by th ame methods they did
yen in the recent bast.

fcQnc of the .ways by which the, capitalist monopolies are 
^king to maintain their class• domination over workers is 

t£i encourage the rupture in the trade'un5 ons 
possible.. ■ • ■ •

, wherever

a*
growth of the organised workers' movement in 

has been more rapid in Asia, the Middle East
J^rica. and even in Latin America than in the industrialised 
countries of western Europe and North America, where one 

tes in general a certain stability itJ'thi number of 
ade union members.
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The most striking growth and 
influx to the -trade unions in 

bp.cn registered in the socialist

the highest percentage

countries

The fact that the.working people of many, countries are 
Lsplaying a greater capacity to organise and fight both at 

pme and on th^ international level, coupled with the 
hcreased domination of the capitalist monopolies in the 
notion-of the world where they still hold power., arc 
.eading to an aggravation of class conflicts' which arise 

from the fundamental clash between the monopolies*
interests end th interests and needs of the people

; Illustration cf this can be 
which have taken piece in Great 

Finland-, Japan,

35

found in the big strikes 
Britain, France, "7c stern 
th,e U.S.A, and Latin

-America

K’t^he manner in which these strikes ’were organised and 
arrled out provides much useful information which it will 

be one of the main tasks of the fourth Congress to analyse 

> The first and ,f or emos t observation to bo made is that- 
ti&ty of action among the workers 
sixbstanti ally raises the workers’ -.x* 'rr z " * * • <-■J v *■’ **■.*.*' • 4 -» - *
the class strug ,e

On the other hand, every time 

ahd their trade, unions 
chances for success in

the of the trade
uiiion division come to the fore, greater'difficulties are 
encountered in working class struggles and the results of. 
actions against exploitation by employer s ’ ano governments 
a^e. less certain. ' . * y

The possibility of united action followed by trade 
union unity decs not arise from a need to give trade union 
^embers any form of idcnlngichl unity* .



rootedThe need for unity is
;f their

iff arts

trade union unity wherever it fails, to exist.

.This is the point whi^h really ^admits the

1<

€

is
into

able to show the

Interests.

in the., experiences of the
Wking class and in the nature and content

truggles for basic everyday demands; In realising the 
fact that division among the trade unions serves to in- 
erepso their exploitotion, the workers.th 
creating the conditions for uniting their They
xra reaching a stage when th

The number of unorganised workers ‘in capitalist 
Countries, particularly among'agricultural workers, 
till high. In addition to eric our aging. recruitment
he unions, trade union unity also helps to establish I
rude unions where there was nano previously«

. Trade unions are instruments for action and should be
open to all workers, irrespective of their political, 

igious or other opinions.

The World Federation of Trade Unions, adheres to its 
r.eyious statements concerning possibilities which eras' 

^for the establishment of workers1 unity. The use of 
iSited methods in the life and work of the trade unions 
should mark a confirmation of the nature of the trade 
vpions which ore mass organisations, .indopendent of 
j oli t i c at par tia s, f unc ti oni ng on dem o'er ati c pr i nc ipla s
Jth p programme that reflects the vital interests of mon 

women workers*

ajresult, the W.F.T^U. repeats that the establish- 
ent of unity of action, followed .by trade, union unity on 
ocal,' national and international levels is possible with
at the preliminary trying d'own cf conditions, of ■ an ideo- 

^ical nature . which .only too often lepd to intolerable 
criminatory practices. The practical basis.for 
*kers' unity lies in the community of . their class
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Possibility of achieving l-qc-fL, national and intor- 
’ noti onal uni ty.■> '< •' ‘

39 ■ In fact, we note at the moment, that wherever the

40/

/trade unions are divided there nevertheless exists a _.—----------------------------------------------------------------------------
of identic el or ^similar demands 

^ad- uni on ■' organ! s ati ons
, common to all

Whenever the tr ade uni ons ’
-demands programmes include fundament al common points, 
iinity of action among the workers becomes inevitable as 
i/result of their- own wishes/thus paving the .way for

•;trado union unity. /

/hen one examines the many programmes ;0f demands, 
Myanced during the last three years by-a big number of ; jn IMb^a
•trade union organisations of most capitalist, under- g
c

.£
-

Si

>£ ;

•-W
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ft

evclppod and colonial countries, whether these organic 
ati ons or o aff iliated to the W.F .T. U. the I.C .F .T ♦ U., 
he--.International Federation of Christian Trade Unions or 
utqnomous, one notes the following demands in practically

|C. l. higher wages and the establishment of- a 
guaranteed minimum wage; : •

n

’a shorter working weak, limited-overtime

>3. elimination of the harmful off dots of the intro
duction of, automation and new. .technological pro 

/ cesses in production;

t 4« .'application of ,the principle-."equal pay for 
work" , .and renoval of <>11 disp.ri.iinb.tion in 
access,-,to ■■eraployracnt and socintyaavant-ogds;

equal 
wa^e.s,

paid; a^/konger holidays;
, ■■ .q .•

construction .end improvement ofAvorleers’' housing

■>

B3 •7. protectionoagainst work accidents and industrial 
diseases* - -

-V*»,

_»• ' • ’ ■ '■
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A community of into? i ationol action has been p? patpd 
in the last two years be 7oon national trade union or-gani- 
sat ions represented at t .-■ I nt e r n a t i o nal Labour C onf er one e ■ 
in Genevja. This was do: 3 in defiance of discrimin tory 
practices which still, pe: si,st in the nomination of certain S 
national] trade union del nations participating jn this 
Conference.

Eacjh national trade union organisation and all 
existing international t ado union organisations must agree 
that it is advisable to ooceed along this road. The fact ■' 
that every year represen ativos of National Trade Union 
Contres 1 affiliated to t,io \7 „F .T.U., the I .C .U., the,
I.E.C.T^U. or without ar internation-el affiliation _c.an

• meet in the Porkers1 Grc p of the International Lab - - ur 
Conference end at the Cc foronce itself, must be c nidcred 
a s a v al id in di c a t i on ol ways which exi st to exp an inter- i. 
national trade union cor .acts and to seek unanimit of 
trade upion action at tr .s level•

But this positive t ;sessmont should not prove 
union organisations off: Listed to the foF;T.U. or 
from stating that the primary rim of the speeches 
the International Labour Conference by some leader 
I.C.F.TLUo is to maintain discriminatory practices 
the v/orkers’ Group, and ‘oster controversies be two 
union representatives tl it are both harmful and ab 
in the presence of repr icntatives of the employer 
capitalist monopolies.

, tr ade ' 
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ON’W VIOLATION -OF WOT 
THE BXTKT310J 0? TH237 ' 
FUNCTIONING 03 TRADE

The ! Ch ax’tor of Work 
at the seventh session 
Warsaw, in December,- 19t

This document is toe 
is as topical as ever.

The World Feder atioi 
ment )asj a moans of acti 
union rights against ch. 
very functions of cor tod 
Cyprvsj gen tina, Algex

IS' TRADE UNION RIGHTS, Fl .
3HT3 AND TOR THE DElBcRAT?' .

N - OR GANI SATTON \ » ..

i
s’ Trade Union Rights was dopted 
the ■RF.T.U. General Gou il, in

o

y’i still valid in princi.pl and

’ ' has
of Trade Unions /used this ocu- 

. when it has'had to d ef on trade 
acteristic attacks hittin at the 

. trade union centres. (C le, 
a? .

45.- The shortcoming of i 
union rights has been it 
publicity to these activ 
the W.F .T.Ua and that oi 
has not been sufficientJ

.o a.F.T.U. in defending t
failure to give the no co

ties. Consequently, the
national trade union brga
co-ordinated, with the r

de
ary ' 
rk of
s ati ons
ult

46.-

that when trade union r< hts were attacked they cot I not 
bo defended adequately.

We have not given su Cicient encouragement to • 
international .campaign f r .the protection of worker and 

, a . wnich ■are
trade unions,/victims of repression on the part of he 
employers and government . Our own international am- 
paign for the protection of. workers’ trade union r: hts 
has also-not boon system tic enough.

In [addition to cases of violations of trade unj n 
rights which the W.F.T.U has fought against dire tly 
in tho recent period, ii lirect oncroacliments on tr de 
union rights are rife. ,/e arc referring to discri inatory

princi.pl
T.Ua


practices used by the employers and governments when bar
gaining for working conditions', wagos, and so forth* In M 
some countries the employers and governments negotiate 
with trade union organisations where demands are concerned, 
but exclude from-these talks those organisations which 
genuinely represent the desire of the working people*

47*- In many circumstances'the employers and, capitalist 
governments deliberately resort to discrimination against ' -ally
the trade unions. The employers always seek the kind of p 
negotiations which are to their best advantage. It is 
necessary to expose those schemes which aim at protecting 
the capitalist monopolies in the face of the growing 
organisational strength of the working class as a whole.- 
The ''workers must not allow themselves to bo deprived of 
the right to voice their interests through freely elected h 
trade union delegates.

48 .- When, workers’ actions make evasive tactics too 
complicated for the capitalist monopolies:, the latter 
openly attack trade union .fights and the trade union 
organisations showing the greatest fighting spirit 4 This x ।
nolicy represents a particular violation of trade union 
rights, apart from being an overt act on the part of the 
employers and governments to encourage and deepen the 
trade union split. Hence, wherever the trade union move
ment if divided, the effort to ensure that trade union 
rights!arc respected and put on a firmer foundation and - । . . 
that trade union or gani sations functi on in a democratic 
------  —।----- *------------------------------- 1------— ----------———’— ---------  manner !is inseparable from tnc- workers’ and tradd unions’ 
actions supporting unity.

49 .- The protection of trade union rights is also linked
to certain aspects of the struggle for international unity.



Reactionary government circles have reacted negatively, 
to the Charter of Trade Union Rights published by the 
W;F.T.d. It is regrettable that certain I.C.F.T.U. 
leaders supported this negative attitude and took advantage 
of the publication of this Charter to accentuate their 
campaign and attacks against the trade union organisations 
in socialist countries and against the

50 .- On the question of the functions of trade union orgahfl- 
sations and the development of trade union activities in 
the socialist countries, a more open refutation will have 
to be made by the W.F.T.U. of the lies spread by their 
enemies. The present and continuing improvement of trade 
union activities in'the socialist countries will have to be 
studied carefully by active trade union members and made 
known to the biggest possible number of workers. No 
capitalist country is in a position to grant their trade 
unions as many rights and such extensive power in the 
economic and social field as those held by trade unions in 
socialist countries. This impossibility is due to the 
incompatibility between the political and economic • '
privileges of the capitalist monopolies and the expansion > 
of tho rights and power of■the trade unions under capital-K 
ism.

51 .- The W.F.T.U. is strongly in favour of, trade union 
democracy. Wherever shortcomings or defects exist, 
whether in organisations affiliated to the W.F.T.U. or in /; 
others, those must be made good. The WoF.T.U’s authority f 
within the world trade union movement is enhanced when it 
appears both as the fraternal and well-qualified, advisor 
of trade union organisations and at the same time as the 
vigilant guardian of the principles of trade union democracy.



This cannot moan that the 7.F.T.U, should interfere in' 
the internal affairs of national trade union organisations®
International trade union co-operation itself depends on 
the democratic principles of collaboration between trade 
union organisations, and the WJP.T.U. itself must apply 
these principles in its relations with all trade union 
organisations, whether affiliated or not®

53.- The wide experience gained in the international trade 
union movement in conns cti’on with the functioning of the 
trade unions has revealed the need to increase the number 
of trade union cadres in the various trades.' The World 
Federation of Trade Unions should c ontribute towards trail® 
ing trade union cadres, bearing in mind that trade union 
activities, the running of trade unions and their democratic 
functioning calls for highly experienced workers in their 
leaderships. The training of l eading trade union members 
is a necessity which is growing in proportion to the pro
gress and development of the world trade union movement. .
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VII.- ECONOMIC DEVEL01WNT &T.D SOCIxlL PROGRESS IN THE 
SOcWlbT COUNTRIES.

In the period since the Third lorld Trade Union
Congress the workers in socialist countries have achieved -W 
fresh and remarkable successes in the economic develop
ment of their respective countries. Living standards of 
thc'brbpn and rural populations in socialist countries arc
rising; this is linked with the social character
production. Social legislation in those countries 
proof of the superior ability of the socialist syr 
bring apout a continuous improvement in the condit 
the working people. ’

Not even the most reckless spokesmen of the car 
monopolies oro able to deny the vigorous growth oi 
means of production, the steady eno ansi on of the P 
market pnd the social progress made in the countri 
the socialist world. The provocations staged, by 
capitalist monopolies have been coned to failure, 
after the otherover since the October Revoluticr 
1917, and then*after World War II, every time the^ 
to slow down or hamper the groat economic and soci 
achievements of the working people in the scciali: 
rios. . The malignant power of the capitalist mon: 
has definitely been broken,in those countries wher 
people nave built or building socialism and' h. 
out along the glorious road opened by tic Russian 
and peasants forty years ago.
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55.- This construction, with which the trade union c 
s at ions are closely connected, is no easy task-, 
trade union organisations in socialist countries < 
capable of frankly admitting those difficulties, 
are putting forward their own suggestions and prop 
far getting rid of them. Apart from the striking
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which the working men and women o'* the socialist countries 
have given to the whole world, that its peoples can get 
along without monopoly capitalists, the great merit of 
these men and women is that they are drawing on their own 
reserves of creative energy to find the means of over
coming all the obstacles which they' encounter in the 
course^ of their historic achievements.

The! most typical example of the spirit of innovation J 
and creative determination is provided in the vast pro
gramme being undertaken by the Soviet Union to reorganise I 
her economic regions. The fact that economic organi
sation is in the hands of' a socialist State, makes it 
possible to bring about big changes which will have 
immediiate and favourable effects on? , 1 • ' I '

1) tho level and cost1 of production;

2) a more active participation by workers’ in 
' directing the national economy®

56 .- The international importance of this new Soviet 
experience, particularly whore tho international trade 
union movement is concerned, lies in tho f act that tho 
workink people.,, through tho intermediary of thoi-r trade 
unions are called upon to bo both tho creators and 
beneficiaries of those now forms used in the running of 
Soviet economy, which aim at greater and more rational 
development of all means- of production and load to higher 
consumption and thus to greater happiness for tho people.o

57 .- Socialism has created unprecedented possibilities for 
economic development anl, consequently, for tho improve
ment of the material and cultural level of the workers. 
The upsurge of the national economy in the socialist 
countries is illustrated by tho following figures:



in 1956, the Soviet Union had surpassed its pre-war 
level of industrial production 4 times, Czechoslovakia 
more than 2.7 times, Rumania 3.3 times, Hungary more than 
3 times, Poland more than 6 times, Bulgaria 6.5 times, # 
and Albania appoximately 12 times. In the years of 
people’s power industrial production in the Chinese 
People’s Republic has risen almost 3 times.

Less than 10 years after the' establishment of the ; 
Chinese People’s Republic the remarkable economic and 
social achievements of the Chinese people have brought 
about a significant strengthening of socialism as a 
system of world importance.

The fact that the trade unions in socialist countries 
ore members of the U.F.T.U. increases its authority and p 
responsibili ty.

The W.F.T.U. rallies in its ranks trade unions in 
socialist, capitalist and colonial countries. It is the 
only international trade union organisation where trade 
unions of different tendencies, corresponding to differ
ent economic and social systems, can co-operate fratern-. . 
ally Ln a permanent manner.

। phen international reaction and the capitalist 
monopolies attack the W.F.T.U. they do this chiefly 
because it includes trade unions from socialist countries.

The result is not a. weakening of the W.F.T.U. and 
the trade unions in these countries, but-rather * a ’ ‘ .1
revelation-of" the full importance of the activities and 
role of the W.F.T.U.

I These activities include the strengthening 
of . fraternal bonds between the workers in socialist and 
other countries, bonds which the capitalist forces would 
like to prevent or destroy.



Sinco the Third World Trade
have been made in this direction
by reactionary hop

Uni oil C ongr e s s att ernpt s 
They were motivated

return to old tihos and by 
the power of capitalist mono1

59o- Men and women workers 
protecting their historic p 
playing a full part in this

are
their trade unions are

Their prime to over
come (any temporary internal difficulties they may meet in 
making greater efforts ts build socialism and perfect a 
system they have created by their own work and for their 
happiness. They are determined to frustrate all attacks 
made :by the capitalist monopolies on theii' magnificent
economic and social achievements, the progress and develop
ment pfj which are'of direct interest to all the workers in
socialist countries. I ‘

-.The guarantee for full success, in this magnificent 
task is the solidarity present among ’the workers'in
socialist ountries.

Workers throughout the world are gratified by, the 
resumption of friendly and fraternal relations between 
the Yugoslav Trade Unions.and those of the other socialist 
countries. That this has happened helps to strengthen 
economic co-operation among the socialist countries and 

3

extend solidarity among them as well as cmong workers 
throughout the world.
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VIII.- THE TRADE UNIONS’ AND CONTRIBUTION TO THE
DEFENCE CF PEACE.’

60.-

61.-

The defence of peace rightly concerns all strata
of the 
trade

population-and not norely those 
unions recruit their membership.

from which the
Workers By hand

and by brain ' . > are duty-bound to join all defenders
of peace. The World Council of Peace has established a 
broad, free and voluntary coalition of all individual 
persons and groups who are consistently fighting for 
thei preservation of peace.

The trade unions must increase their activity for 
peace» Generally speaking, the trade unions ore not 
doing as much for peace os their responsibilities in 
this field require

The working people' fundamentally oppose warlike 
adventurism and the policy of excessive armaments which 
is a heavier burden for them.than for other sections, of 
the population. The trade unions’ increased efforts to 
ensure peace should express this fundamental opposition.

62.- The desire of the overwhelming majority of working
people for peace and disarmament con arrest the policy 
of excessive rearmament which is placing the means of wa 
once again in the hands of the men and social groups in 
Western Germany who bore the greatest responsibility for 
the Hitlerite wars.

this armaments drive represents the greatest 

obstacle to social and.human progress,as it diverts 
enormous sums of money as'well as the most important 
scientific discoveries of’ our times to military purposes, 
instead of using them for the happiness of the peoples 
and mankind as a whole.



63.- Jit is in the best interests of all trade unions,
regardloss of their international affiliation, to work 
together to pronote a vast .campaign for dis aria am ent.

the
They have already declared t honselvus in favour of 

stopping of thermo-nuclear and atonic weapons tests.

They are calling for tho excessive military expendi
ture ^weighing on national budgets to bo diverted to 
other purposes.

They represent a powerful force which has not made 
its full weight felt in this field in all countries

64.-

65.-

because they have not been able, so far, to act in unison. 

' Wery national trade union organisation, whileI 
maintaining complete freedom fern its own opinions on 
or assess general problems in connection with peace, such 
as tho questions discussed in the U.N.O. or in bHater al 
or multilateral relations between States, must understand 
the, need to form a broad coalescence of all trade union 
organisations throughout tho world with tho well-defined 
alm of disarmament.

I

: All trade unions whether in the capitalist or 
socialist world, ore aware \of the considerable material 
and non-matari al advantages which would accrue to the 
working।men and women of their respective countries if 
tho arms drive could bo stopped and the nations ■ reach 
preliminary agreement towards disarmament.

Prompt removal of all obstacles impeding immediate 
joint trade union action on the international level is
therefore necessary.

The; World Federation of Trade Unions is acting in 
this direction and invites other international trade union 
organisations to end their regrettable hostility to tho



idea of trade unions tlwoughout the world joining 
together in an urgently nodded action for peace.



IX.- CF FRATERNAL Td.ES AND INTERNATIONAL
CONTACTS BET-TEEN ALL CRGX'iiSATIONS NCR THE REST CR ATI ON 
OF .UNITY IN THE INTERNATIONAL TRADE UNION MOVEf/ENT.

66.- The establishment of inter national trade' union unity
is no easy task. This unity-will be the result of a long 
struggle to overcome the obstacles vhieh disruptive ele

ments ere consistently creating. The establishment of
unity in the international trade union movement is of such

67.-

68.-

great i.importance and can have such f ar-reaching. consequences
for working people throughout the world, that we must 
realise that the capitalist monopolies and'reactionary
government will do their utmost to prevent it

The workers quite rightly note that capitalist
monopolies are able to unite their efforts internationally 
for the purpose of maintaining and increasing their already
fantastic profits.

I Since 1949, the year of the division of the inter

national trade union movement, the profits of capitalist

monopolies reached considerable proportions while workers’
wages have always lagged behind the rising cost of living.

Tlio. workers thorns e 1 ves ore demanding that a vast
international coalition of all working class trade union 
forces should oppose the inter noti onal coalition which

the capitalist monopolies''have set up for the purpose of
combined action and exploitation

1 In order to attain this goal, .which is entirely in 
the interests of the workers, the Z.F.T.U. has made 

several proposals to the International Confederation of 
Free Trade Unions and to the International Federation of 
Christi a!n Trade Unions for a joint meeting to examine the 

forms f of action’which would be in the best interests of

/



i the working class and give their struggles the most
.J effective international support.

-Rejection of those proposals in 1955, 1956 and 1957 
= by the loaders of tho I.C.F.T.U. gave rise to considerabl 

7 ' discontent among their members who doubted the sincerity
. of their arguments. Anyone can see that this group of
: leaders is making no attempt to re-establish unity and
; build up the pranks of the international trade union move- 

J mont, 'while on tho other hand the capitalist monopolies’ 
! hove been able to'co-ordinate their forces on an inter
national level

-M’

The. workers and mapy trade union organisations whic 
arc not affiliated to the 7.F.T-.U., ore not indifferent t 
this state of .affairs. Tho trend in favour of- unity'is 
stro^cr and more consistent than tho hostility and 
inclination for ideological controversies exhibited by 
certain leaders of the I.C.F.T.U.

In the present period trqde union'contacts must be 
increased between national erg cassations-, irrespective of 
,their international affiliation, or.lpck of any.

These relations ere estebli shed and developed along
d tho following principles, upheld by the T.U.:

1)

2)

: 3)
E •

f - •

mutual respect and non-interference in internal 
trade union affairs of Naticnali.--Contres or trade 
unions representing different trades;

equality in representation, discussion and exchange 
of. inf or mat ion during the preparation of joint 
meetings;

a thorough study of all common aspects of the action 
programmes of the trade unions attending bilateral

• ^'^dlti later al meetings, and- an understanding that 
subjects . when

there ..is no possibility
reached on them. -
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• For further headway to bo made in this direction, 
systematic delegation exchange must be arranged, and, tn3\' 

I initiated on well-defined issues between national trade 
union organisations having different affiliations, in 

; order to find ways of removing every typo of opposition 
j and misunderstanding detrimental to fresh international 

■ relations and the creation of a now atmosphere between
.4 National Contres of different affiliations.

70*- It is absolutely essential to investigate all the
possibilities for international united action by the work-

Sing class, on well-defined or even limited issues, whether 
: these be concerning economic or social demands or on sub
jects such as disarmament and the stopping of thormo- 
Jnuclear and atomic weapon tests# The task of indicating 
iwnere those possibilities lie for agreement between 
•national trade unions of widely differing trends on clearl. 
defined and limited issues, does not fall solely to trade 
unions affiliated to the W.F.T.U, We welcome every 
initiative directed at unity, coming from trade unions 
•affiliated to other, international organisations as well 
as from aut onomous'national trade uni on organi sat ions*

The road to international trade union unit;/ lies 
through the struggles of the workers. It is essential 
to convince the workers of the need for international trad, 
union unity so that they may bo’ brought actively into the 
unity campaign which must be organised on a world scale.

71 •“ 1 .. While one must not labour under any illusion that 
trpde union unity con be established tomorrow, on no 
account must one allow the idea to gain ground th at it i s 
unlikely or oven impossible.

JjU.L ’would be wrong if trade union organisations wore 
to reconcile themselves to the international division.
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isooking a hundred and one pretexts to do nothing to rbstor 
(unity.

That is why the idea that the O^btence side by sido 
of the W.F.T.U. and the I.C.F.T.U. are an obstacle to-
unity, lacks objectivity and a realistic approach.’

The real question is: Who is in favour of unity and 
who against? -

I The W.F.T.U. is for unity. Wo must again-nakc a 
direct move for united action which. cap be< established, 
between all trade union organisations, whatever their, 
ideology.. In 1945 international trade union unity became 

• a reality on the basis of a Charter of Unity which in the 
first place sot forth principles of action./
|

The W.P.T.U. Executive Committee proposes to the
fourth World Trade Union Congress to launch -an .appeal, to 
all national trade union organisations suggesting that 
foint consultations take place with a view-to defining a

minimum programme of action acceptable to all trade union 
c ?g ani s at ions in all ebuntri e s.

This minimum programme of action should be made know 
throughout the whole trade union movement from top to
bottom so that it may be studied and amended if necessary.

After such consultations organised in a democratic 
manner, the minimum programme of action would*become a \ 
model document for possible international agreement, which 
should provide for:

| 1) - joint international 'trade union intervention
and action on current workers’ demands;

2) - the creation of conditions for the establishmen 
■ bf a SINGLE: WORLD TRADE UNION C^GWSATION'.



A •

Prague, 26 August. 1957

NATIONAL TRADE 
throughout the

UNION UNITY 
world.

a genuine CHARTER OF INTEg- 
of men and vzomen workers ?

^141 who support the restoration of international 
trade union unity, wherever they may bo, will thus play
their part in establishing
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